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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

MAY20 1164 -5 1172 1162 1169 MAY20 119,50 -0,70 120,30 119,20 120,20

JUL20 1203 -3 1209 1199 1206 JUL20 120,50 -0,70 121,40 120,20 121,20

SEP20 1219 -5 1226 1216 1224 SEP20 121,55 -0,70 122,30 121,20 122,25

NOV20 1240 -3 1243 1236 1243 DEC20 122,90 -0,65 123,40 122,45 123,55

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1205 & 1175-1160
Resistances: 1215, 1235, 1345 & 1400

New York ICE:

Supports: 117,50, 115,50, 110,50 & 105,00
Resistances: 122,00-123,00 & 127,50-129,00
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VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

BRAZIL

Coffee exports from Brazil rose slightly in March reversing a negative trend that had lasted since October 2019. Shipments of all forms of coffee totaled

3,122,122 bags, up 0.2% on year, according to data provided by the Brazilian Coffee Exporters Council (Cecafé). Coffee export revenues were up 6.1% in March
to $423.72 million. The average price per bag was $135.72.

The Brazilian government announced plans to extend terms for Farmers debt amid the Virus, postponing maturities through August 2020 at the original
interest rate. The government also said they will provide special funding for stockpiling and trade to farm co-ops, grain traders and industries.

Producers remain discipline sellers increasing volumes only on scale up prices. However, local Currency Real steadiness this week did not help improving

activities. Exporters are waiting for better hedging opportunities while cooperatives and producers stayed asking some previous prices therefore only bits and
pieces reported trading. Prices keep almost the same level of last week.

Widespread rains have occurred last couple of days over coffee belt but with irregular distribution. Parana, Mogiana and Cerrado had good rains while South of
Minas and Zona da Mata had only isolated showers. Around the North of Espirito Santo and the South of Bahia there were good rains as well. Temperatures

dropped South of Brazil already affecting coffee areas between Parana and South of Minas, especially at night.

Even though the number of COVID-19 cases is still very limited, there is a concern that an increase could collapse their healthcare system. This is the main

reason why the Vietnamese government announced initially a nationwide social distancing within 15 days, starting on April 1st, with the principle of every
household, village, commune, district and province going into self-isolation. The social isolation seems to mainly apply to the main cities, Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh.

On the ground, work continues in the coffee plantations and coffee mills. However, there is a general slow-down in particular due to the increase of road
controls.

Vietnam extends now coronavirus lockdown in 12 high-risk locations including Ha Noi and Ho Chi Minh city. "The social distancing measures will continue
at these locations until April 22 or April 30, depending on the real situation of each locality, the Government said. The remaining provinces in Vietnam are

considered “low-risk” localities with social distancing rules to be more relaxed, given the same one-week extension.

March coffee exports seen at 169,981 tons, down 2.2% month to month, General Department of Vietnam Customs says in statement. 1.1% year on year
based on customs’ adjusted data on year-ago shipments of 171,919 tons.1Q shipments seen at 489,260 tons, up 0.3%.

In terms of weather conditions, rainfalls were reported in Lamdong, Daknong, Daklak and Kon tum, aiding blossom set and allowing farmers to temporarily stop
irrigation.

Colombia - According to the Federation, March Production was 12% lower vs March 2019, at 806.000 bags.

Costa Rica - The 2019/20 harvest ended a month ago, reaching 1,460,000 bags, improving the results of the previous year by around 14.5%. By coffee areas,

the greatest and surprising increase was focused in the Central Valley, followed by Tarrazú and by the areas of Pérez Zeledón, Coto Brus and San Vito. The
country is experiencing container availability issues. Shipping lines are working at positioning new containers but it will need time.

Nicaragua - This country has exported about 765,000 bags from the beginning of the current harvest until the end of February. A 19/20 harvest of no more
than 1.8 million is estimated, lower than the 18/19 harvest of 2.1 million and the downward trend continues, which should remain in the 20/21 season. During

last crop, the rains in January affected the harvest, which had a lot of cherry that fell to the ground and others that matured prematurely. The political &
economic crisis that the country is experiencing for long, will be increased by Covid 19. In addition, year 2021 is an electoral year, therefore there will be more

uncertainty and maybe less investment.

Honduras - Looking at the new harvest 20/21 so far things were going well as the coffee plantations had two good blooms which would be followed by a third

one in the second half of April and even a fourth in May. Another core point is fertilizer, since although the producer has already mostly bought it, the problem is
to move it to the farms, first because of the curfew and especially because several coffee communities such as Marcala or Cobán have closed their accesses to

avoid being infected.

El Salvador - the estimated production for the current 19-20 harvest was around 550,000 bags, but this initial forecast has been progressively reduced and a

new figure of a maximum 450,000 bags seems more reasonable, of which about 380,000 have already been exported. The forecast for the next harvest is
expected to be lower by not less than 10/15% as there is no investment due to low international prices, like with fertilizers, etc., and there is no government aid

nor either from other institutions.

Guatemala - The harvest is practically sold and there is no more than 5% pending to be processed at Curing Mills hindered given the circumstances that some
communities are already confining themselves and closing their accesses. An average of 9 exporters estimates the current harvest 19/20 at 3.10 million bags and
the new 20/21 would also be considerably lower at around 2.95 million.

Peru - The new harvest that started earlier this month has been benefited by very favorable weather conditions, so the feeling is that we are facing a harvest of

4 to 4.2 million bags, but the outbreak the virus can reach could be decisive, as the harvest and especially the delivery of their coffee by the producer to
cooperatives and exporters are on concern. The quarantine began on March 16th and it is difficult to obtain labor forces, despite the fact that the state facilitates
transit for productive activities, but different local communities restrict transit. The state of emergency has recently been extended to April 26th.

India - Lock down continues, Government has announced extension of lock down until 3rd May. Limited Coffee processing and export activities continues under

stringent guidelines for workmen health & safety precautions and with very limited number of employees to operate. Banks continue to operate with reduced
staff and shorter working hours concentrating on key operational requirement. Hence, document processing is slower. Release of Export documents viz., Bill of

Lading, ICO certificate, Phyto are delayed due to increased restrictions on people movement. Local courier operations continue to remain suspended; this is
impacting internal document movements. Mangalore port Container yards is currently operational with limited staff & working hours. Some container
movements reported.

An ICO econometric analysis based on a sample of the top-20 coffee-consuming countries, which represent 71% of global demand, covering the period
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1,08714 1,0912 1,08533

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

Last week the highlight was the agreement of the Eurogroup to act more jointly during the coronavirus crisis, which caused the EUR to appreciate and break

1.0900 resistance, despite the fact that today we are back on the range between 1.0880-1.0860.

Yesterday, the Central Bank of China cut the bank loan interest rate by 20 basis points to 2.95%, injecting more than $14 billion within a year.

After the agreement reached this weekend by the OPEC countries to cut production, the future price of a barrel of Brent crude oil falls more than 10% (29.5

USD per barrel), affecting the currencies related to this commodity.

An ICO econometric analysis based on a sample of the top-20 coffee-consuming countries, which represent 71% of global demand, covering the period

1990-2018 has been released. The results show that one percentage point drop in GDP growth is associated with a reduction in the growth of global demand for
coffee of 0.95 percentage points or 1.6 million 60-kg bags. These results suggest that even a modest decline in GDP growth as a result of the covid-19 pandemic

could have a significant impact on global Coffee demand.

Which should be then the decrease of consumption linked to this study if IMF is right with its expectations of 3% GDP decrease Worldwide?

However, the predictive power of this ICO analysis model is subject to some limitations. These are related to the use of historical data to project the impact of

the covid- 19 pandemic, which in many ways is exceptional. First, none of the previous financial crises are likely to compare, in terms of the magnitude and
severity of the shock (but potentially also the recovery), to the impact of covid-19 on the global economy.

In the short-term, out-of-home consumption is decreasing significantly as a growing number of countries are adopting a full or partial lockdown. Offices,
coffee shops and restaurants remain closed in order to reduce the spread of the virus. On the other hand, retail and supermarket level data suggest that

panic buying and stockpiling has led to increased consumer demand in some countries. However, this is unlikely to have a sustained effect on consumption.

In addition, price-sensitive consumers may substitute higher-value coffee by lower-value blends or brands. However, the income elasticity of coffee demand
is likely to be low, especially in high-income countries and traditional markets with high per-capita consumption rates.

The world’s coffee industry is undergoing the risk of a major disruption in the supply chain because of the coronavirus. Honduras, Peru & India have been

forced to stop for 15 days due to new measures for the containment and management of COVID-19. Containers still blocked in China are missing, boats cancel
stopovers and do not deliver coffee in due time. This has prompted the large roasters that supply large retailers to be a month ahead of their bean purchases.

The great fear for the coming months is that Brazil, which will enter the harvest soon, will lack containers, or be faced with a major health crisis, since no
preventive measure has been taken by the government of Jair Bolsonaro.

As per a report made by the European Coffee Federation, here some few points to pay attention about coffee logistics during COVID-19:

- Shipping lines are reducing capacity and availability of free containers. The reduction over the past weeks is estimated at 13%. A further reduction up to 30%
is anticipated during the next weeks.

- Shipping lines (MSC, Maersk, CMA-CGM) offer a ‘Delay in Transit’ service. A new solution in the to temporarily store containers in a dedicated hub.
- Low bunker fuel prices are slightly helping container shipping line balance sheets as some of them have frozen their current official bunker levels.
- All shipping lines are requesting customers to abstain from requesting original bills of landing whenever possible and switch to Sea Waybills only.

- Main ports at origin and destination are currently operating as they are of strategical value to all countries so as to ensure the flow of goods. Restrictions and
delays are common place but nothing out of the ordinary under the given circumstances.

In any case, coffee is not having serious problems in its movement through Europe, with more incidence, if any, in road transport, but with ports and customs
working at high performance.

As for the lack of containers, it is very true and we must continue to see it as a significant potential risk in the medium term, but it is also due to the general

burden and should not affect the agri-food sectors so much as most exporting & importing countries have considered essential. There is more risk perhaps in
smaller countries that are purely exporters of agricultural cargo, for example what is happening in some Central American and African countries, where shipping

companies have to send empty equipment expressly and that is complicating, which together with the local movement limitations that already exist can
complicate the loads.

The Certified washed Arabica coffee stocks held against the New York exchange were seen to decrease by 42,249 bags end past week; to register these
stocks at 1,905,211 bags, with 90.5% of these certified stocks being held in Europe at a total of 1,723,954bags and the remaining 9.5% being held in the USA at

a total of 181,257bags. There was a smaller number decrease by 3,245 bags to the number of bags pending grading for this exchange; to register these
pending grading stocks at 23,186 bags.

GCA stocks fell for the sixth consecutive month, having been drawn by 288,658 bags for the month of March, slightly bigger than expected. Total GCA
inventories now stand at 6,023,568 bags, a decrease of 1.4% y/y for the month of March, and a decrease of 4.6% from February.
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